We propose a new polynomial-time deterministic algorithm that produces an approximated solution for the traveling salesperson problem. The proposed algorithm ranks cities based on their priorities calculated using a power function of means and standard deviations of their distances from other cities and then connects the cities to their neighbors in the order of their priorities. When connecting a city, a neighbor is selected based on their neighbors' priorities calculated as another power function that additionally includes their distance from the focal city to be connected. This repeats until all the cities are connected into a single loop. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is ( 2 ), where n is the number of cities. Numerical evaluation shows that the proposed algorithm produces shorter tours with less time complexity than other conventional tour construction heuristics.
Introduction
The traveling salesperson problem (TSP) has been broadly discussed in different contexts. The problem can be expressed as finding the shortest tour for a salesperson through cities by starting from his/her home city, visiting the other − 1 cities and returning back to the first city, visiting each city exactly once.
At least one exact optimum solution is always available, by counting all the possible permutations of cities. To find the optimum solution, the length of all possible ( − 1)! 2 ⁄ different routes should be computed. However, the number of routes in this case grows exponentially. Therefore, to avoid the considerable computational time, many algorithms have been proposed which, although they do not guarantee optimality, provide an approximate solution close to the optimal solution. Approaches used in these algorithms are diverse in nature, such as minimum spanning trees (Held and Karp 1970) , genetic algorithms (Grefenstette, Gopal et al. 1985) , evolutionary approaches (Fogel 1988) , Markov chain Monte Carlo procedures (Martin, Otto et al. 1991) , reinforcement learning (Dorigo and Gambardella 1995) , and even unconventional computational methods (Jones and Adamatzky 2014) .
Based on Zverovitch (2003) , the TSP can be classified as an NP-complete problem and therefore finding a polynomial-time algorithm that can return the optimal solution is very improbable. In this paper, a new polynomial-time deterministic approach is suggested which can solve the problem with a small deviance from the optimal solution with time complexity ( 2 ). In the next section, the proposed algorithm will be discussed. In the experimental findings section, the tours for 24 sets of cities from TSPLIB (with number of cities from ~50 to ~1100) and 45 random Euclidean instances are used, and the time complexity and results of the proposed algorithm are compared with those obtained by other conventional tour construction heuristics. Finally, the paper concludes with some suggestions for further improvement.
Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm consists of two main steps and one local improvement procedure. It uses two different power functions in each main step to connect cities to their neighbors. The first power function is used to rank cities by considering the means and the standard deviations of their distances from other cities and to connect those cities to their neighbors in the order of their priorities. When connecting a city, a neighbor is selected based on the neighbors' priorities calculated by the second power function that additionally includes their distance from the focal city to be connected. This repeats until all the cities have at least one connection in the first step, and exactly two connections in the second step. Through these two steps, the algorithm generates a single loop that connects all the cities. Then, a local improvement procedure is used to further reduce the length of the obtained tour. The whole algorithm is repeated for several different exponent values used in the power functions, and then the minimum total tour length is selected. Figure 1 shows the outline of the proposed algorithm. The ranking of cities using the first power function is based on the following intuitive fact: if distances between a specific city and all other cities are relatively equal, it does not matter much when that city is being connected, and therefore its priority over other cities should be low. Or, in a more formal language, if the variance of distances of a city from all other cities is small, it has less priority to be connected to other cities, because its late connection would not have any significantly negative consequence on the length of the final tour. On the contrary, if a city has a fairly large amount of variance of distances from other cities, then that city should have a high priority because if we keep the city unconnected while connecting its close neighbors to other cities, a huge negative consequence may arise.
In addition to the variance of distances, the mean of distances should also be considered. This is because keeping a city that is far from other cities unconnected may eventually lead to a negative consequence at a later stage of route construction. Therefore, in this paper, we use the following power function to determine the priority of city i:
Here, and are the mean and standard deviation of distances between city and the other cities. Due to the unknown influences of these two statistics, we include two exponent parameters, and , and consider several exponent values when calculating the priorities of cities.
Once the priorities of cities are calculated using Equation (1), the city with the highest priority whose degree is less than two is chosen to select another city to connect. The neighbor city to be connected should be as close as possible to the focal city. Meanwhile, among potential neighbors, priority should be given to those cities whose late connection could cause greater negative consequences, based on the same argument discussed above. These two factors are combined in the following second power function:
Here, is the priority of neighbor city to be connected to city , is the distance between city and city , and and are the mean and standard deviation of distances between city and all the other cities, respectively. Again, because of unknown influences of these three statistics, we introduce the three exponent parameters, , and , and their values are explored in the proposed algorithm.
The proposed algorithm proceeds as follows (also see Fig. 1 ):
• In the first main step, cities are processed in the order of the ranking calculated using Equation (1). Each city is connected to a neighbor city with the highest priority given by Equation (2), under the conditions that the degree of the focal city before connection should be zero and that the degree of the neighbor city should be less than two.
This process is repeated for all cities. Once this first main step is complete, it is guaranteed that all the cities have at least one neighbor. Some may have two, as a result of being selected as the neighbor for other cities.
• In the second main step, Equation (1) is calculated again, with the neighbor cities obtained in the first main step excluded, to re-prioritize the cities. Then the cities that have just one neighbor are connected to another neighbor with the highest priority given by Equation (2), under the conditions that the connection of the neighbor city to the focal city will not create a cycle (unless this connection is the very last one to form a looped tour) and that the degree of the neighbor city is less than two before connection. This process is repeated for all cities. Once this second main step is complete, a single looped tour is generated.
• As a final local improvement step, the 2-Opt algorithm (Croes 1958 ) is applied to possibly reduce the tour length further. Specifically, for every pair of edges, it is checked if their reconnection can result in a reduction of the tour length, and if it does, the changes are incorporated; otherwise, the edges are left unchanged (Figure 2 ). Here we show that the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is ( 2 ) , where n is the number of cities.
The algorithm includes two main steps and one 2-Opt local improvement procedure. In each main step, − 1 neighbor cities are evaluated for each city. Therefore, there are ( − 1) different processes for each step, which results in computational complexity ( 2 ) . In addition, the 2-Opt local improvement procedure also has ( 2 ) as its computational complexity. Sorting and finding the maximum and minimum values are performed in computational time less than ( 2 ), which can be ignored in calculation of total computational complexity. Repeating the whole algorithm for several combinations of exponent values increase computational complexity only by a constant factor, as long as the number of combinations is finite. Therefore the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is ( 2 ).
As an illustrative example, the proposed algorithm was applied to the 48 US capital cities (att48 set from TSPLIB (Reinelt 1991) ). The parameters for Equations (1) and (2) were selected from an exponent value set {0, 0.5, 1}. The best result was obtained with = 0, = 0.5, = 1, = 0 and = 1. Figure 3 shows the result with these optimal exponents in more detail. 
Experiments
The proposed algorithm was applied to 24 different sets of cities from TSPLIB and 45 random Euclidean instances.
Random Euclidean instances were used to compare the performance of the algorithm with those discussed in the Johnson and McGeoch (1997) study. Therefore, three numbers of cities were considered (100, 316 and 1000). For each number of cities, 15 random Euclidean instances were generated. The results of this algorithm for TSPLIB instances were compared to their corresponding best-known solutions in Table 1 . As seen in the table, the best values for exponents of Equations (1) and (2) varied for different sets, indicating that optimal exponent values would depend on the topology of the network of cities and their spatial distances. The average error for these 24 sets of cities is 2.93%. In comparison with other more conventional tour construction techniques summarized by Johnson and McGeoch (1997) , the proposed algorithm exhibits a smaller average error with equal or less computational complexity. The performance results for both TSPLIB and random Euclidean instances are shown in Table 2 . For random Euclidean instances, the Held-Karp bound were computed based on the proposed formula by Johnson and McGeoch (1997) . In Table ( 2), the TSPLIB instances considered in = 10 2 are seventeen instances with N = 51 to N = 200, number of cities included in = 10 2.5 are three instances with N = 262, 318 and 493. And, number of cities included in = 10 3 are four instances with N = 1000, 1002, 1060 and 1084. For computation of performance of Christofides, Johnson and McGeoch (1997) have used a greedy shortcutting method.
They express that the performance of Christofides algorithm without this method is close to 15%. Johnson and McGeoch (1997) have used a randomized Greedy algorithm to obtain its performance with 2-Opt algorithm. However, they claim that the randomized version of Greedy algorithm provides results close to the results of Greedy algorithm. In table (2), the %Error for proposed algorithm for TSPLIB instances are the average percent excess over the known optimal routes length and for random Euclidean instances are the average percent excess over the Held-Karp lower bound. Based on (Johnson, McGeoch et al. 1996) and (Reinelt 1994) , the gaps between all TSPLIB instances optimal solutions and their corresponding Held-Karp lower bounds are less than 1.76%, with the average error of 0.8%. Table ( 3) shows the performance of 2-Opt when it is used with different heuristics including proposed algorithm for N = 1000 cities. Reinelt (1994) compared different tour construction algorithms and discussed that, considering the absolute and relative quality of tour lengths and also taking into account the required running time, the Clarke-Wright algorithm (called Savings heuristics by Reinelt) provides the best solution. Table 2 shows that our proposed algorithm performed better than those algorithms, including Clarke-Wright without using the 2-Opt algorithm. For a larger number of cities, Table ( 3) shows that the Greedy algorithm provides a closer performance to the proposed algorithm, however, its computational complexity is larger than the proposed algorithm's computational complexity.
We should note that those other algorithms listed in Table 2 are known to produce only moderate quality solutions by themselves. To reduce the length of solutions, a number of improvement heuristics have been applied to them, such as node/edge insertion, crossing elimination, Lin-Kernighan type heuristics, and other heuristic approaches to prevent the stochastic search from getting stuck in local minima. However, those improvements would require significantly greater computational resource (Reinelt 1994) . In contrast, the proposed algorithm can provide a near-optimal solution deterministically and its computational complexity is low.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new algorithm for finding close-to-optimal solutions for the traveling salesperson problem. The algorithm is composed of two main steps and one local improvement procedure and is based on the assumption that we can rank cities according to their distances to other cities and their variances. The algorithm starts with connecting cities with higher priorities to other cities with higher priorities as neighbors. The strengths of the proposed algorithm are its computational complexity and deterministic nature.
Here we assumed only three values, {0, 0.5, 1}, for exponents in the power functions used for ranking cities. Other values, even negative ones, may be considered to improve the performance of the algorithm. Another way to improve the final results is to consider only closer cities for each city; excluding farthest cities might result in improvement of priority lists. In addition, the output of this algorithm can be considered as an input to other heuristic algorithms. One important further avenue of research is to explore different forms of functions to rank cities by using other kinds of statistics.
